CHILI ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
M ay 19, 2009

A meeting of the Chili Zoning Boardwas held on May 19, 2009 at the Chili Town Hall, 3333
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order by
ChairpersonPaul Bloser.
PRESENT:

David Cross, Adam Cummings, Robert Mulcahy, Michael Nyhan, Fred
Trott, James Wiesner and Chairperson Paul Bloser.

ALSO PRESENT:

Chris Karelus, Building Department Manager; Keith O'Toole, Assistant.

Town Counsel.

Chairperson Paul Bloser declared this to be a legallyconstituted meeting of the Chili Zoning
B oar He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He
announced the fire safety exits.
PAUL BLOSER: I will startby goingover the signage first. Usually I hear them all at

o nce, but we did have one pro erty that I wanted to discuss.
Firstof all, App lication umber 2, um, 16 Andony Lane, that application has been
withdrawn,so we will not be hearing that tonight.

So I will startwith the signs on Application Number 1. I went by there three times in the
past week and did not see a sign.

A DAM CUM IINGS: Did not see a sign.
ROBERT MULCAHY: Did not see a sign.
PAUL BLOSER: I will ask for a motion to table that applicationuntil next month so that

the neighbors have proper notification for sign visibilityand that.
Do I have a motion?
DAVID CROSS: So moved.

R OBERT MULCAHY: Second.

All Boardmembers were in favor of the motion.
PAUL BLOSER: This applicationis tableduntil June.
Is there anybody here representingthat applicationtonight?
MS. REVUTSKAYA: Yes.

P AUL BLOSER: Do you know what I am talking about, the sign?
MS. REVUTSKAYA: It was -- wind so bad and ripped and 1.just take off, because one
was take away. And the other one I just take home because it was ripped. I t was windy so bad.
P AUL BLOSER: They have to be properly up. And even the d ay after the storm,the
Town offices, we can get another sign. But they have to be up for proper visibilityfor the
neighbors. That is one of the regulationsthat the Town has.
So what I am going to say is get to the Town office, get another sign and make sure it is

sted on the proper date. It is usually a Friday, and it has to be up for ten days prior to the
earing or the wholeten days. If you stop by the BuildingOffice, they will reissue a sign and
put it 0_ the June agenda. Okay?
MS. REVUTSKAYA: Okay.

P AUL BLOSER: We'll go to Application 3. Any problems with that?
The Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: Applications4 and 5, signage?
The Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: Application 6?
The Board indicatedthey wouldhear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: And 131 King Road, no problem there?

T he Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: With that, I will move forward with Application Number 3.
1.

Application of Yelena Revutskaya, owner; 2 Rochelle Drive, Churchville,New York
14428 for variance to allow existing utility shed in front yard to be 62' from side lot
line (Chili Avenue)and 50' from front lot line (Rochelle Dr.) w here 55' is required
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abuttinga street, variance to allow existing 6' high fence in front setback area (4' allowed)
at property locatedat 2 Rochelle Drivein R-1-15 zone.
DECISION:

Unanimously tabledby a vote of 7 yes for the following reason/fmding of fact

havingbeen cited:
1.

Signs not posted per Town regulations.

Note: Application has been rescheduled to June 23, 2009. Applicant to post
signs per Town Code.
2.

Application of Paul Pilat, owner; 16 Andony Lane, Rochester,New York 14624 for
variance to allow existing swimmingpool to be 1.5' from proposedadditionto house
(10' req.) at property located at 16 Andony Lane in R-1-15 zone.

DECISION:
3.

Withdrawn at the applicant's request.

Application of Alan Fielder, owner; 29 Meeting House Drive, Rochester, New
York 14624 for variance to erect a 10' x 20' deck to be 36' from rear lot line (40'
req.) at property located at 29 Meeting House Drivein R-1-15 zone.

Alan Fielderwas present to representthe application.

P AUL BLOSER: For the record, could you lease state your name and address?

MR. FIELDER: My name is Alan Fielder. r m. at 29 Meeting HouseDrive, Rochester,
New York, 14624.

PAUL BLOSER: Okay.
This deck hasn'tstartedyet, correct?
MR. FIELDER: Oh, no.
PAUL BLOSER: It's goodto hear.

How are you constructingthis, a wood deck?
MR. FIELDER: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Pretty much we're looking at the setback is an issue because of the
tapered line in the back?

M R. FIELDER: That's correct.
PAUL BLOSER: It is kind of hard to see around there. There is a lot of shrubberyaround

there. I really don't have any questions on it. It is just a straightforwarddeck.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Just for clarificationthe setback on this map shows 39.4 feet, if I'm

r eading it right. It is pretty small. Do you see the same thing?
ADAM CUMIVIINGS: Correct, but then there it is angled 136.6 to the left of that.
DAVID CROSS: Perpendicularto the lot line.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Got it. Thank you.

P AUL BLOSER: Take the point of closest to the lot line.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Yes.
MR. FIELDER: It took a couple of times to draw that to meet the requirements.
PAUL BLOSER: It's a good drawing. It shows what we're looking for or what I'm
looking for here.
MR. FIELDER: Okay.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:

STEVE GINOVSKY, 19 HubbardDrive
MR. GINOVSKY: I wish you luck withthe deck to start with.
Is the electrical service -- I'm not familiar with the area. If it is an overheadline, is it going

over the top of the deck or is there a serviceriser where the poweris connected? Is it -MR. FIELDER: It's all underground.
MR. GINOVSKY: It's all underground. Then I have personallyno objections. Because if

it was, and --

PAUL BLOSER: H eight requirementto the wires.

M R. GINOVSKY: With the RG&E they will not put a ladder on the deck. That wouldbe

the only thing that I could see.
Thankyou very much.

PAUL BLOSER: Underground is part -- I would go ahead and call 1(800) New York Dig
or whateverthat numberis. Get a stake-out for the underground. You will need that for the
BuildingDepartment so they know whereyour footers are g oing in relationshipto the
underground lines. They have to come through and stake that for you so all your underground
utilities have to be done. Just get a head starton that because they don't usuallydo it 8 o'clock
the next morning.

M R. FIELDER: We'll call them tomorrow.

Robert Mulcahymade a motion to close the Public Hearing portion of this application,and Fred
Trott secondedthe motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.
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Paul Bloser made a motion to declarethe Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and basedon
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determinedthe applicationto be a Type II
actionwith no significant environmental impact, and Adam Cummings secondedthe motion.
The Board all voted yes on the motion.

R obert Mulcahymade a motion to approve the application with the following condition, and
Michael Nyhan secondedthe motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.

T he Boarddiscussed potentialconditions.
DECISION:

Unanimously approved by a vote of 7 yes with the followingcondition:
1.

Conform to Chili Building Departmentwith proper application/building
permits and inspections.

The following finding of fact was cited:

1.
4.

The requested variance will not create an undesirable change in the
character of the neighborhood or to nearby properties.

Application of McDonaldsUSA, LLC, 1000 Omega Drive, Suite 1390, Pittsburgh,
PA 15205, property owner: F. Kuchs; for variance to erect a restaurantto be 55'
rom front lot line (75' req.)at property located at 3303 Chili Avenue in G.B.
f

zone.

Randy Bebout was presentto representthe application.
MR. BEBOUT: Good evening. My name is Randy Bebout. I'm with FRA Engineering
and Architecture,here tonighton behalf of McDonaldsUSA, LLC, requesting an area variance
for front building setback per the zoning code. The -- the required front building setback is
75 feet. We're requesting55 feet, and that 55 feet is the closest point which is actually a column
on the building.
We did change -- through the site plan approval process we changed the building from the
McDonaldsstandard building to essentially a custom building, so this building happens to have a

canopy with some decorative columns on the front of it. That dimension is 55 feet. The
dimension to the actual building wall is 60 feet. Just so you understand, the existing building is

at 58.9 feet for comparisonpurposes.
We ended up with this configuration.A couple of reasons. One, the new site layouthas a
side-by-sidedrive-thruwhich requiresmore area in the rear, and then additionally, the -- for
pr op er truck-turningmovements through the site, we ended up with a little larger turn area in the
back than probablywhat is there today, and part of the processwe actually run the truck

templates, and show it to McDonalds,that were providedon the plans to the Town so that we
have adequatearea.

The redevelopmentwith this -- the grantingof this variance,this redevelo ment will
benefitMcDonaldsby allowing them to have a new facilitywith the side-by-sidedrive-thru. The
side-by-sidedrive-thruis about 60 to 70 percent of their business. It will benefitthe Town
drastically with improvementsto architecture and landscaping shown on the plan, fencing along
the east side of the property, adjacent to the residents, an we are increasinggreen space.

And with that, we see reallyno negative impactsby the granting of this variance.
I did mention the irregularproperty shape whichkind of pinches everything forward, and

so with that, I can answer any questions.
PAUL BLOSER: Um, basedon this you are eliminatingthe existing playground?

M R. BEBOUT: Correct.
PAUL BLOSER: My understandingis we're doing a full razing of the existing facility?
MR. BEBOUT: That's correct.
PAUL BLOSER: And startingfrom scratch?

that..

MR. BEBOUT: That's correct.
C ROSS: My kids aren't going to be happy about the playground. I can tell you

PAUL BLOSER: That's PlanningBoard.
MR BEBOUT: We did submit in the packages,if you're interested, the proposed building
elevation was includedin that package which was reviewed by the Architectural C ommittee and
Planning Board.
JAMES WIESNER: The new building is actually smaller--

M R. BEBOUT: The new building -- yes, it is slightlysmaller by 400 some square feet or
something,I believe the numberwas.
DAVID CROSS: What is underthe canopy is goingto be sidewalk underthat area?

M R. BEBOUT: On the north --

PAUL BLOSER: Towards the road?
MR BEBOUT: The north and west sides, yes. Then the canopy will overhangthe
drive-thin lane. Drive-thra lane and then just that greenlawn area in the back.
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MICHAEL NYHAN: No outside dining to the front of the building?
MR. BEBOUT: No, there is not.

MICHAEL NYHAN: Any seatingareas at all?
MR. BEBOUT: The Planning Board askedus to include some park benchesin that
green -- in the lawn and landscapedarea on the east side of the building, just some sitting areas.
Not necessarily-- there is no tables, but just benches.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Where?
MR. BEBOUT: On the east side of the building, there is that large triangle lawn

landscaped area, so there is a sidewalkthat cuts in the east/west direction. We'll add some
benches right adjacent to that sidewalk.
this..

MICHAEL NYHAN: Thankyou.
BLOSER: So the new building actually is a foot farther back the way I am reading
MR. BEBOUT: The actual wall of the building, correct.
PAUL BLOSER: It will be farther back; just because of the overhang of the pillars,we're

that much fartherforward?

MR. BEBOUT: Correct.
PAUL BLOSER: On the existing building -- I'm remiss in looking at that today. There is
no overhangto the front of the playground; is that correct?
MR. BEBOUT: Not over them playground, but it does have an overhang on the front of the

building,but there are no columns like this building has.
PAUL BLOSER: It is a free overhang?

M R. BEBOUT: Yes. Those are -- I mean they're not necessarilystructural. It is more
decorativealmost.
PAUL BLOSER: What is your time frame startto finish on the project?
MR. BEBOUT: 90 days.

F RED TROTT: What is the purpose of having the drive-thru lane in front of the building?
MR. BEBOUT: To allow cars to circulateback around into the parkinglot. If you're

familiarwith the existing layout, when vehiclesleave drive-thru, there are two or three spots in
the front that they can -- you know, if they want to get their food through the drive-thruand park,
or if they have to pull a car, they can park there.
With this layout as part of the requirements that the parking has to be behind the building

rfont, that didn't allowus to have any parkingin the frontyard to be able to do that, so by having
the bypass, we are able to allowthe cars to circulateback around if they want to get theirfood in

the drive-thruand park.
Then additionally when we first started this process,there was a plan for the -- or the parcel
to the west, so as part of that, we're goingto have a cross-accesseasementand it wouldallow the
ingress and egress throughthat property,and McDonaldsstill wants to plan for that, assuming it

may be at some point develope .
PAUL BLOSER: Chris (Karelus), question for you. On the PlanningBoard, they had a

preliminaryapproval with eight conditions. Was the front drive-by, was that any of the
conditions? Was there anything involved with that?
CHRIS KARELUS: I don't have -- unfortunately,I don't have the Planning -- I can check
on that.

K EITH O'TOOLE: I do.
MR. BEBOUT: Nothing other -- I can speak to that Chris (Karelus).

JAMES WIESNER: I think it is on the property card, isn't it?
MR. BEBOUT: The only -- there was one condition that was associatedwith that, which
was adding a bollardat the -- where the -- where that front bypass intersects with the western
drive to kind of deter people from trying to make that right-handmove out the entrance drive.
KEITH O'TOOLE: The bypass was not a condition one way or the other.

PAUL BLOSER: Thank you. That is what I am lookingfor. Okay. That wouldn'taffect

us then at all.
Pretty much all we're looking -- side table, any questions?
KEITH O'TOOLE: The bypass is perhaps relevantfor this Board because it is in the

rontage,and, in fact, it chews up landscaping, and since they'recheating the frontage by pushing
f
the building forward, one could argueit is an issue, but obviouslythat is one of the factorsfor the
Boardto consider.
Nothing further.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:

S TEVE GINOVSKY, 19 HubbardDrive
MR. GINOVSKY: Yes, I do go to McDonalds.I g ot the coffee right over there.

First of all, I'm not all togetherfor this front drive-thrusection, parallel on Chili Avenue.
That is eatingup the green space, and it is goingto cause,in my opinion, an added hazard,
essentially to -- since we're goingto have another franchisenext door.

Running stuffparallelwith Chili Avenue, it's a directhazard. So leave it at that. I will
leave that part.
But it is also eating up the front of the building, as a canopy,as a section of the structure,

and if you pass somethinglike a 55 foot to a 75 foot requirement,I don't think it is in the best
interest of the citizens of Chili.
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Thank you.
Robert Mulcahy made a motion to close the Public Hearing, and Michael Nyhan secondedthe
motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.

T he Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
to do.

DAVID CROSS: Looksreasonable to me. It is the minimum necessary for what they need

The Boarddiscussedthe application at the dais.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Is the landscapedarea bermed?
MR. BEBOUT: The site actually sits down. The first floor of the building is
approximately -- I'm going off the top of my head, about 4 feet below the road.

M ICHAEL NYHAN: I'm sorry, which part of the building?
MR BEBOUT: The building first floor elevation is about4 feet belowthe road at the

western entrance.
PAUL BLOSER: Is that changingfrom what it is now?
MR. BEBOUT: It is actually goingdown a little lowerthan it is existing, about not quite a
foot.

M ICHAEL NYHAN: More of a bermed area would hide the asphalt.
Secondly,parallelto Chili Avenue would preventheadlight infusion or glare runningdown
parallelto Chili Avenue, whether it was the landscapedarea in the east or west or front and it
would really protectthe entire front of that building.
ADAM CUMMINGS: It looks like it does rise up. It is 562 over in the landscape area,

accordingto the grading, and then the building is 558.
MICHAEL NYHAN: All right. The other reason beingthe building closer to the road,
sort of protects the building more f
rom any type of mishap on Chili Avenue that would go across
a level piece of land into the building, into the area where the people are sitting.
PAUL BLOSER: Just from a confusion standpoint,the headlights.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Yes. The headlightsparallel to Chili Avenue.
Secondly, if a car were to go onto this property, if it was a bermed landscapedarea, it

would protect the building betterthan a flat landscapedarea.
PAUL BLOSER: Ray?
MR. BEBOUT: Randy (Bebout).

PAUL BLOSER: Sorry. The westernmostdriveway, on the east side of the western
driveway, it shows better on this print,the colored print. You have planted vegetationthere?
MR. BEBOUT: Yes.

P AUL BLOSER: Approximatelyhow high are those?
MR. BEBOUT: Just shrubs, in the 3 to 4 foot range.
PAUL BLOSER: Which will block some of the headlights.

MICHAEL NYHAN: Is any berming of these landscapedareas planned?
MR. BEBOUT: There is no berming. I mean again from the road to that -- to the north
edge of that front bypass lane, it is sloping down. Frankly McDonaldshad put a lot of effort into

this building and they would prefer not to screen it.

ADAM CUMIVIINGS: Randy (Bebout), I wouldjust like to pose an obvious question. Do

they need the extra four cars in the second queue for this restaurant? I know you mentioned 60 to
70 percent of their business,but at their peak time, do they need that extra queue space for those
cars? Because if we eliminatethe second one, then we don't need a front setback because we
could move the building back.
MR. BEBOUT: That may be true. Though there is a pinchpoint. If you extendedthe line
across the back of the building with the parkingthat is requiredand drive-thru lanes that are
required, and the truck circulation,there is actually a pin_chpointthere that removing that outer
lane, you know, you stillhave that issue, and I -- speaking for McDonalds, I don't think they

would build this withoutthe outer lane.
The numbersare what they are. They are building for the future. Obviouslythey're
rebuilding and hoping theirbusiness increases. It is an integralpart of their business.
DAVID CROSS: I don't think I would want to see anythingless than room for 14 cars.

MR. BEBOUT: It provides any issues of stacking.
FRED TROTT: In my opinion it does remove that, but now you're stacking back here and
you're blocking people from getting into the store.
ADAM CUMMINGS: That is my question,whether we have any cars.
FRED TROTT: It gets pretty busy there.

A DAM CUMIVIINGS: That is all I wanted to know, if there are 14 cars.

MR. BEBOUT: There is certainly the lunch hour, dinner hour; it has the potential.
ADAM CUMIVIINGS: Okay.
CHRIS KARELUS: One of the problems at the site currently is due to that peak queue.
The queue lends itself-- you have deliverytrucks and all of the confusion with the normal drive

aisle arrangements.So even taking the three cars out of the queue avoidsthe disturbance in that
area whereif the delivery truck has to come in, they have an ease of access for that vehicle
throughthe site now. And whereyou just don't impact day-to-daytravelin and out of those
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westernmostparkingareas. That is currently what the issue is with the site, is that the peak

queuesup too far.
JAMES WIESNER: Not a significant differencewhen you look at where it is now and
where it is changingto, other than the fact they're going to a structural column out front. It is

reallynot that big a deal.

The Boarddiscussed potential conditions of approval.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declarethe Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determinedthe applicationto be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Adam Cummings secondedthe motion.

The Board all voted yes on the motion.

Robert Mulcahymade a motion to approve the applicationwith the followingcondition, and Fred
T rott secondedthe motion. All Board memberswere in favor of the motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously approvedby a vote of 7 yes with the following condition:

1.

StandardChili BuildingDepartment applications,building permits and

Inspections required.

The following findingof fact was cited:

1.
5.

The requested variance will not create an undesirable change in the
character of the neighborhood or to nearby properties.

Application of McDonaldsUSA, LLC, 1000 Omega Drive, Suite 1390, Pittsburgh,
PA 15205, property owner: F. Kuhs: for variance to erect 9 additionalfreestanding

signs, variance to allow directionalsigns to be more than 3 sq. ft. and more than 42"
high from the ground,variance for signs to have more than four colors,variance to
erect four wall signs totaling83.25 sq. ft. all as per plan submittedat property located
at 3303 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone.
Randy Bebout was presentto representthe application.
PAUL BLOSER: Randy (Bebout) one of my initial questions on this one, on signs, from

what I have seen in some of these drawings,it is hard for me to determinemy initial -- my initial
gut on this was the street sign was goingaway. Some detail I picked up today, it appears that the
existing street sign is staying?
MR. BEBOUT: That's correct.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. I wanted to clear that up -- right up front, because that was part

of our linearfootage.
Is there a flagpole out there, too?
MR. BEBO U T: There will be.
PAUL BLOSER: Is there one now?
M R. BEBOUT: I don't know.

P AUL BLOSER: There should be, let's put it that way.

MR. BEBOUT: I have been by it enough, but I don't know that answer. Yes. I think we

call out a 30-foot Americanflag, 30-foot high.
that?

PAUL BLOSER: So this one here (indicating), is there any modifications being done to
MR. BEBOUT: No.
PAUL BLOSER: 100 percent stayingthe same?
MR. BEBOUT: There was talk that they might put a new panel in it, but that would be the

extent of it. The same panel. Not changing it, but the same panel.
PAUL BLOSER: Chris (Karelus), by whole razing of the building, do we look at this new
sign then as part of the square footage,or do we look at it as existing, staying?
CHRIS KARELUS: The free-standing?It has a currentpermit that runs with the property.

It is a permitted sign that runs with the property. So if the face were to change or they come in
with a new panel, we just have to make sure it meets the sign standards.
PAUL BLOSER: So -- but as far as the sign itself?
CHRIS KARELUS: Doesn'tgrow in height -PAUL BLOSER: If they don't change it -- okay.
CHRIS KARELUS: No changesare being made.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. In the back -- I'm hitting some generalities right now. And

m aybe the best thing would be, why don't you go throughthe package and then we'lltake
questions from there, what you're lookingfor, what you're proposing.

MR. BEBOUT: Okay. My sign details are up here (indicating), so I will just talk my way

through it.

PAUL BLOSER: Thankyou.
MR. BEBOUT: Okay. As our letter states, we're requestingmultiple sign variances,and I

guess before I get into this, I will justmake a general statement that I think you're all aware that
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drive-thru business is -- requires more signs. When we add a second drive-through lane, of
course, we need even more signage. Second menu board, second ordering point,which a speaker
which has the -- which was in this case considereda signage, so that is some of the cause of the
equestingadditionalsignage.
r
I will just run through these. The first variance is to allow nine additionalfreestanding
signs where only one is allowed by code. As stated, we're keeping the freestandingsign, so that
would be a total of ten existing/proposedsigns and that does not include the two proposed

directionalsigns,one in each entrance.
The second variance is to allowdirectionalsigns to exceed the maximum size, and then the

directional signs being -- being the enter and exit signs at the driveways, and then also I think the
majority of the drive-through signs were considered directional, and I will just walk through
these and refer to the numbers. The K2A and S2B, which are the enter/exit signs at the
driveways. Sign S3, which is the gate way vehicle height detectorsign. Sign S5, which is the
canopyon the inside drive-through lane. Sign S5A, which is the speakeron the outside lane.

The outside lane does not have a canopy because of the truck circulationthrough there. We don't
have enough clearance to have the canopy on there. The sign S6, which there are two of those,
the menu boards, one for each line. And sign S6A, which is called a pre-sale board, that sits at
the entrance of the inside lane and it is a changeableboardlike the menu boardand they can

advertise specialson that.
The third variance is to allowdirectionalsigns to exceed the maximum height as follows,
whichis 42 -- 42 inches maximum is allowed. T enter/exitsigns exceed that nartlybecause
we -- McDonaldslikes to put them on 4 foot D oles, purpose of tine snow, when ft gets plowed,

they're stillvisible, they don't get buried and
aged.
Sign S3, which is the vehcle
i
detectorsign, which is 11 foot 3. Sign S4A, S4B and S4C,
these are -- one is "Have your money ready" sign. One is a "Thank you" sign. One sign is at the

merge point of the inner and outer lane.

These are bollardsigns. They're not illuminated. Those are 4 foot 4 each, so they're just

over the maximum allowed.

Sign S5A, which is the speaker for the outer lane, which is 4 foot 5.
Sign 6, which is the menu boards,which are 6 foot 10, and Sign 6, S6A which is the
presaleboard, which is also 6 foot 10.

The fourth variance is the variance to allow signs to have more than four colors. That is

sign -- the two sign S6es, whichare the menu boards, and sign S6A whichare the presale board.
Of course,that is the pictures of the products.
The fnffii variance to allow four building-mounted
signs, where one is allowed by code.
Proposedon the building is one McDonaldsfacia sign which is on the west side and then three of

the golden arches. There is one on the east side, on the side of the building. There is one on the
front and the gable on the north side and one on the west side on the gable.
Just a note on those, those are -- as you can imagine, are a -- pretty important to
McDonaldsbecause of the lack of their quote proto building, they don't have the identity that
they normallyhave. This building looks like a dentist office buildingor whatever, so they -- so
those are pretty important to them.
And then the last variance is the variance to allow building-mounted signs exceeding the

m aximum area. The code says you can have 1 1/2 times the building frontage, whichis 45 feet,
so by code we're allowed67 1/2 feet.

S ign 7, which is the McDonaldsis 41.25 square feet.
Each of the S8 signs, which is the golden arches is 14 square feet, so that totals 42 square
feet for the three of those for a total of 83.25 square feet for a total of building si
e.
Then in the letter I just kind of noted, and I'm sure most of you are somewhatfamiliar with

the site. I noted some of the existing signs that are there currently on the site. The gate way
detector,the menu boards. Um, directionalsigns, and I think there was a presale sign and some
of the signs on the building.
So again, drive-thruoperation,particularly the side-by-sidedrive-thruoperation requires

additionalsignage. The building si is important so they can have their brand identity, and with
all of this -- you know, we don't rely see any negative impacts to the neighborhoodfrom this,

a nd a lot of these signs are -- I'm not -- I thin it said in the letter,they'renot necessarily visible
from Chili. Certainly coming west they will be more visiblethan if you're coming east, you will
not see them. But the bulk of these signs do sit behind the building. So with that, I can answer
any questions.
FRED TROTT: Do you really need the "Please have payment ready" and "Thank you"
signs?
M R. B EBOUT: If signs had to go, they could live without those.
F RED TROTT: Pardon.
MR. BEBOUT: If signs had to go, they could live without the "Please have your order
ready" and "Thank you" sign.
Again, it is kind of their -- their golden standard as a courtesy, but those are typically the
first ones they will let go of.
PAUL BLOSER: There is a lot of signage in a small spot here.

MR. BEBOUT: Understand.

PAUL BLOSER: We are -- this is our Main Street, one of the first buildings.
I think you have been through the wringer already on the building appearancewith

Architectural.
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MR- BEBOUT: Yep.
PAUL BLOSER: It meansa lot to us.
MK BEBOUT: Understand.
PAUL BLOSER.: And signage is a -- if it were my druthers, I would like the street sign to
be made into a monument sign insteadof an overheadsign.
DAVID CROSS: I wouldhave to agree with that S 1. It seems like it wouldbe time to go
with the redevelopment.
MICHAEL NYHAN: The existing sign. Yes, I wouldagree. You have it on the building
and -PAUL BLOSER: We have been pretty hard and fast with new businesseson that. It is
somethingthat we're kind of passionateabout. I -- and if you drive down Chili Avenue, that
sectionbetween the tracks and Wegmans,um, anything within the last two, three years, that is
where we'
ingis It -- I think it really adds characterto the building, b t it has given our street
character. rLgod it somethingthat is just near and dear to us that we're puuslhin for Consistency.
With a brandnew -- with a brandnew building, I kind of like to see that myse , and I will leave
that up to the Board for discussionhere. When we open the public comment, rm sure we'll hear
some comment on that, so fasten your seat belt.
There are little things like that. Again, we have a small package here. We want it to be
right for you- You want to market. That is what business is about. We want to get you there.
You know, its -- they have been there a long time. They have been a great contributorto the
Town. We're sensitive to that, too.
MR. BEBOUT: I understand.
PAUL BLOSER: Those are a couple. I mean in the back, we got the structures in the back
that are pretty blinded by a lot. Drive-thrubusiness is drive-thrubusiness. Ifs a -- ifs a
necessary evil for marketing.
The overheadsigns, um, just to keep people from driving underthe -- your overhangs,
again, I see the necessityof that. They look tasteful,they look like thFy have been updated in
design, architecture to see what you'retrying to achieve with the building. It is just not a
fiberglass post goingacross with chains and some danglees. There is some characterto it.
MR. BEBOUT: Yep.
PAUL BLOSER: Based on what I am seeing in those prints, the front sign is really the one
that is gain to be -- as far as I'm concerned, needsto be updated with the rest of the package.
And I w1l Feave that up to the Board. I'm one vote, but I want to hear public opinion on it also.
MR. BEBOUT: Unfortunately the guy who makes those decisions is not with us tonight.
That wouldbe Scott, the Construction Manager.
PAUL BLOSER: And I respectthat, too. But that is what we're here for, signs. And we'll
go from there. Okay?
MR. BEBOUT: Okay.
PAUL BLOSER: It is a nice-lookingstructure. I think it will fit nice with a few of the
buildings we have on the south side of the road, just to the west of you. They're fairly consistent.
I think it is goingto blend very nicely. I'm pleased with that. It's very neutral, so that is a good
thing.
JAMES WIESNER: Is this the final architecture of the buildin ?
PAUL BLOSER: This is pretty close, isn!t it Chris (Karelus),Tus drawing?
CHRIS KARELUS: Six panel doors and a couple other -PAUL BLOSER: Pretty much the vinyl, like we have here, or the clapboard siding with
the brick base, correct?
CHRIS KARELUS: Yes. Hardy plank, and I believe it was brick on everything with the
bronze standing seam roof coordinated with the architecture.
JAMES WIESNER: This is accurate.
PAUL BLOSER: Very close representation,what we're looking at. Your existing sign
post out front doesn'treally match the rest of this. So I would like to see somethingin a
monument sign wouldbe one of my proposals on this.
JAMES WIESNER: You know, I think, as you said, there is a lot of signs here. I would
like to see us weed out what is important and what is kind of extra. I mean some of the things
like the three building arch signs, it seems kind of excessive,thingslike that.
PAUL BLOSER: Which ones do you mean?
JAMES WIESNER: The buildin arch sir, the "W's.
MICHAEL NYHAN: McD=Tfs arches.

JAMES WIESNER: Yes, on the three signs.
PAUL BLOSER: Are they back-lit?
MR. BEBOUT: No. They're actuallyexternally illuminated with a gooseneck light.
PAUL BLOSER: So it is softer.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Is that justtwo of them, because it looks like the one on the

drive-thru side doesn't have one.

JAMES WIESNER: McDonalds has been here for 20 years, 25 years. I mean people in
Town knowwhere it is, that's for sure.
PAUL BLOSER: But I also look we're getting a lot of softballtournamentsin here, soccer
tournaments.I would rather see arches than I would white "McDonalds" going across four sides
of the building. Ifs a lot more brand representative. I -- to me it is more palatable than the words
going across.
JAMES WIESNER: There is just the one set of "McDonalds" across the front?
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MR BEBOUT: No. Actuallyit is on the west side.

PAUL BLOSER: It is on the west side, as you are approaching from the west.
So the front elevation, your top left-hand corner is just the arch over the doors -- over the
front window. Then drive-thinside, you wouldsee on the approach. If you're coming from
Wegmans,wouldyou see that streetsign.

PAUL BLOSER: Can we put one of these up on the board?
DAVID CROSS: I think the sign package,I think it works pretty well other than the sign

out front.
FRED TROTT: Well, I agree with you the with the sign out front. I don't think they need
have "Please have your payment ready" and "Thank you."
I can see the "Any lane, any time." I can understand that one. But the "payment"and the
"Thank you" I think is just a little overkill.
The other ones, I kind of -- you know, I can see what Jim (Martin) was saying about the M,

but, you know, as an alternativeto having the whole"McDonalds" there, you know, I would
rather have the M there.

P AUL BLOSER: It will be downlit, rather than back-lit, too.
FRED TROTT: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: That is -- will be a softer at-night presentation.
FRED TROTT: But I think the "Thank you" and "Have paymentready," it's crazy, you
know?
PAUL BLOSER: Counselor?
CHRIS KARELUS: No comments.
The onlything I want to bring to the Board'sattention,if you look at S7, that is a pretty
significantsize of the sign, just to be consciousof that. About 27 inches, 28, if I recall, by almost
20 feet, 18. So justtr_ to g auge whereit is in relationto the road, the significanceof that sign, if

it is really necessary for a building -- most of the building is goingto be basically that sign on
that roof line, just so you understand that in making that decision.
PAUL BLOSER: Were there any commentsfrom the ArchitecturalReview on that, that

you're aware of, Chris (Karelus)?
CHRIS KARELUS: I think they stuck mainly to the structure.They were going to leave
this Board with the signage.

P AUL BLOSER: Okay.

C HRIS KARELUS: I think they didn't make that point of clarification,where I saw some
of the spec sheets called out some electricity and some electric for some of the signs,and just to
make the point thatthe gooseneck was goingto be the lighting, so they'renot back-lit. Because it
pears that "McDonalds" alongthe west side was channeledlettering that could have, at leastby
e spec sheet, couldhave been illuminated because it had electricity to it, but theirintentis just
to have everything down-lit.
PAUL BLOSER: Is there any lighting on "McDonalds,"the words there?
MR. BEBOUT: Just the gooseneck. There are goosenecksabove it.

PAUL BLOSER: The word itself?

MR. BEBOUT: On the west side of the building?

PAUL BLOSER: Yes.

MR. BEBOUT: Yes. There is goosenecksabove that.
PAUL BLOSER: On top of --

M R BEBOUT: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: I see them. Okay. I can see them. All right. Hopefullythey blend in.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONSFROM THE AUDIENCE:
DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: How many total signs are being requested?

P AUL BLOSER: 16.
MS. BORGUS: Phew.
PAUL BLOSER: Am I right on that?
MR BEBOUT: I think that is a little high.

PAUL BLOSER: I'm &oing by yoursign -JAMES WIESNER: Sign quantities.
MR BEBOUT: I don't have it in front of me. It is sittingout there.

M S. BORGUS: If it is 16, that is reallyjust too much. And I think the Board senses that
already, so I won't go into detail there. It certainlyseems too much to me.

We have waited a long time to clean up Chili Avenue. McDonalds is an old building. It
has been an old building for a long time. It has needed what is happeningto happen for a long
time and here is your chance not to let it go bad. Let's keep this under control.
I could not agree more about the street sign. I was assuming, too, that that was going. If it
stays, it needs to be a differentsign than what is there now. And a monument sign would fit the
b ding. Um, a
s you drive around the countryand you see new restaurantsgo up like Friendly's
aV so forth, they all have the monument signs. This is not out of the ordinary. This is normal
n ow , for
monument sign and I totally agree with
the Board on that.
I'm wondering why drive-thrusigns need to exceed the code for size?

P AUL BLOSER: Randy (Bebout), couldyou -- I will let you respond to that, Randy
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(Bebout).
MR. BEBOUT: The -- I mean the signs are -- I mean, they'retheir standard signs. I mean,
the menu boards, they're-- they'restandard panels they insert, so for them to change -- using the
menu board, for example,to change the size of them,they wouldhave to get custom-printed
panels all of the time. The bollar(fsigns,we're talking about removing some of them,but the
"Any lane,,any time" is reallyonly about 15 inches by whatever it is, maybe 15 inches square.
The 'Order here," the -- the vehicle detector,the gate way, and the canopy that says "Order
here," those are reallyappropriately sized justto be legible,and...
PAUL BLOSER: My understandingof this, of these signs, when you're lookingat these
menu boards, too, is they'regauged -- nominal size so theyre viewable, averagedistances,center
of the sign for eye height average, so you're going to some ryW of standard; am I correct on this?
BEBOUT: Well, I'm saying the -- you know,they have howevermany thousandsof
menu board signs. They print -- you know, when they chan e theirmenu items, they'reprinting a
thousand of them. If you were to shrink this down, and -- 21 of a sudden,you have custom
panels. This is a four-panel menu board, so they can pull out a panel and insert a new panel with
differentproductson it.
PAUL BLOSER: These are the ones that rotate during the day, based on -MR. BEBOUT: Thoseare the inside. They do that inside,they rotatethem. But on the
outside menu board.
PAUL BLOSER: They don't change
for breakfast versus lunch.
9 .
MR. BEBOUT: Actually, the fourth p I 3s so they can change from breakfast to
dinner, I believe. But then -- I can!t speakto how often they actuallypull the panels out and
change them depending on productsor reorg i zing the menu board.
MS. BORGUS: Just for clarification, how mi aiy of these arches, McDonalds arches are
there? Three?
MR. BEBOUT: Correct.
MS. BORGUS: Three. So they would be on each side, not the back?
MR. BEBOUT: Correct.
PAUL BLOSER: Not the back, right.
MS. BORGUS: Okay.
MICHAEL NYHAN: The front -PAUL BLOSER: The print to the right, Dorothy (Borgus)?
MS. BORGUS: I see it.
PAUL BLOSER: The front elevation,the east and the west sides. The rear does not have
MS. BORGUS: Just for clarification, S7 is what? The word "McDonalds"?
MR. BEBOUT: That's correct. That is in that middle -PAUL BLOSER: That is the rooftop one, correct?
MR. BEBOUT: Yes.
MS. BORGUS: I guessmy real -- my real complaint, my real concern is S6A, which is a
presell. menu board. That is nothingbut advertising. It is nothingbut the special,the new thing.
We don't need that. It will be on the menu board, and there is enough advertising on television
constantly for McDonalds that I guessUeople know when something new comes out. I just think
that is totally too much. And that sho d go.
Q It's big. They're asking for so much signage, I
think that would be a good thing to eliniinate, because by theirown admissionit is nothingbut
advertising.
I agree the "Thank you", "Have your money ready", all that tak that should go. I mean if
you're going to cut something,this -- this is whereyou go. That is just extraneous. You don't
need that stuff.
And I guessI just like to give you a word of caution. If -- whatever you allowhere, be
preparedfor Wendy'sto be in for the same thing shortly. They may not be new, but they'regoing
to want to compete. They don!t have much signage. I looked at it today. They have very, very
little. Very little. And they will be probablyyour next applicant,so be aware when you pass this
tonight.
Thank you.
STEVE GINOVSKY, 19 HubbardDrive
MR. GINOVSKY: I agree with Dorothy (Borgus)in the front, and also with the
Mr. Chairmanabout the monument sign in the front.
As I recall, the PlanningBoard, many years ago, as I recall, that sign out in front,
McDonaldspushed real hard for that one, and they were luckyto get it. Now they'recoming
back wanting additionalnine freestandin ? Come on, give a break.
You dug out the front, you.make a tole, you put the canopy. Now you want to go put nine
signs? It is totally unacceptablein character for Chili Avenue. Yodre cleaning the place up.
We're not cluttering. We have very -- laws in this Town, and suggestions to go by. And rules.
And if you can'tread a sign when you drive up to, how many versions of a cheeseburgercan you
have? Come on, give a break.
And the -- to be -- this one directionalsign,three -- to be more than 3 square foot, and
more than 42 inches high, no. I caift buy that. You!re destroying the wholecharacter of what
you.re trying to build here in Chili Center. You want to clean it up. I don!t want a mess. And the
businesses have to do it.
And I agree with Dorothy (Borgus)also on the second part, with the other vendor down the
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road. And the one that is goingto be next door to it. You!re going to have the same thing. It is
goingto come right back and bite you. I wouldnot give an inch on this.
Thankyou.

A dam Cummings made a motion to close the Public Hearing portion of this application,and
David(Cross) seconded the motion. The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed as
this time.
I questions, the code permits one
MR. KARELUS: If I could, to answer Mr. Bo
directionalsign per property. Because of the nature o them having single migress,single egress,
the directionalsigns enter and exit qualify for each as a five-standing directionalsign. Drive-thru
lanes which-- the way I can read it and I will ask Mr. Bebout to confn-m they have order display,
whereyou actually drive up and make your order.
They have a menu board. They have a drive-thru clearance bar that will detour a car or
truck too larger from_ driving down there so the can drive-thru. So they have for each
drive-throughlane three independentfreestan'Llg signs, two of which-- two of whichof those
signs are directionalin nature.
So the directionalsigns, if you can miagme somethingthat is going to stop a truck at
12 feet or whatever the maximum height is, tfiose are directionalsigns. And our code restricts
the size of them and the height of them. So two of those variances that seem more on the
extenuating end are more control elementson the project'splan.
What I just ask of the Board is recognizewith those d1rive-thru canopies, that those are
to be a white claddingto each of those, so if the Board wants to move forward, maybe the
T 1 how to intearatesome of the building materials to make those si
seem less intrusive
Because thatplan, with this program that they have, they'recladdingwith a white concrete
element. Really that doesn!t have anythingon the building so if there is an
n for drawing
some of the building elementsinto some of these signs, some of those sign c ad i s, that could
be just one thing the Boardcould investigatewith the applicant tonight,as well.
Adam Cummmigs made a motion to close the Public Hearing portion of the application,and
Robert Mulcahy seconded the motion. All Boardmembers were in favor of die motion.
The Board decidedto discuss each sign,going down the list of signs.

all?

JAMES WIESNER: You're going throughthe sign table, top and bottom?
PAUL BLOSER: Yes. Existing pole sign beingthe first one.
JAMES WIESNER: Do we have -- the variance -- do we have any leverage with that, as

ADAM CUMMINGS: Would they have to reapply for that sign?
DAVID CROSS: Think afterwe can give them some conditions,if we -- we would allow
a monument sign of rough dimensions and they could bring it in and have Chris (Karelus) and
Paul (Bloser) look at it for final. We couldgive them a general scope.
PAUL BLOSER: Do you knowwhat the size of that is if rightnow?
MR. BEBOUT: I don!t know exactly. If I had to guess, I want to say it is about 7 by 7,
which is like -- that is like -- that red box is the only sign they have like that, and I know the new
ones are 7 by 7. 1 don't knowif that one is exactly that size.
KEITH O'TOOLE: Mr. Chairman, I know for a factthat McDonalds actually has a
numberof stock sign designs they use for various sites. Some are more traditional looking.
They are designedfor sort of a villagetype development and that would seem to be appropriate
in this type of case.
Unless you take that sign cabinet from up on the pole and drop it down into the ground,it
doesn't real reallymatter how large it is. I think the argument here is total cumulativesignage
has a negative impact, and so as a condition, you will offsetthat by requiring a monument sign.
If that is the case, unless the Board wants to play architect, maybe the simplething to do is to
ship it overto the Chairmanof the Architectaral Review Board. They could submit some
designs and perhapsthe only thing you need to do is give direction on the rough maximum height
thatyou would permit.
Monument signs tend to be -- and I have seen McDonalds sign that fit this profile-- they
tend to be no taller thaii 5 or 6 feet in total height, and that includes putting them on a base. They
tend to be no wider than about5 feet, as well.
PAUL BLOSER: That would be consistent with what we have in Town.
What I would be open to and hearing is staying within your standards. You have
prepackaged architecturalplans. I guessI what I wouldlike to do is have that one -- whether we
review it or -- or refer it back to Architecture, but I would -MR. BEBOUT: I will go here. They -- they do not have a standard sign that they would
put on a monument. Their smallest sign has got to be in the neighborhood of 5 or 6 feettall.
What they have done, and I believe Chris (Karelus) has seen this, is at East Avenue, they
have -- they build a custom sign which is nothingmore than a brick -- it's a brick sign that has the
golden arches mountedto it. Tbats what they have done. That is -PAUL BLOSER: I would be open -- I would want the brick to matchwith the brick of the
building. I would be willing to look at somethingyou have as a standard or what you produced
and have printsfor us so you don!t have to reinvent the wheel.
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M R. BEBOUT: We -- we couldprovidethe picture of it. You're more than welcome to
visit. That was done throughthe City of Rochester, same type of concerns.
DAVID CROSS: We could set a maximum height. 5 foot is plenty reasonable.
MICHAEL NYHAN: How high are those arches?
MR BEBOUT: The only difficulty here is that we're on a slope.
PAUL BLOSER: I was going to bring that in.
M R BEBOUT: Okay. The one on East Avenue, I'm goingoff the top of my head --

PAUL BLOSER: What I would say at street level, not to exceed 5, 6 foot at street level.
DAVID CROSS: So it will be like 10 feet high.
by.

PAUL BLOSER: But if it is depressed,you have to build it u somehow.
DAVID CROSS: I think people still see it if it is depressed. really do. If they're driving

M R BEBOUT: I wouldinvite you to visitEast Avenue. We d esignedthat, and frankly, it
didn't come out the way we wanted it to, because the City asked to do a little wall to tie into it. It
ended up that the wall was actuallytoo tall and it kind of cuts off the bottom of the sign. It could
have looked better had the wall not been there or just been a little taller. But it is brick. It has a
concrete cap on it.
I guess what I -- I wouldsuggest -- and that is just a very narrow -- with the sign mounted

on eitherside. This one happens to be internallyilluminated. With the slope, what we could do,
to your point,that it is -- maybe it is 6 foot high at street level, but then it has a wider planter box
possible around it. And again, I'm -- I don't know what McDonalds will would be wing to do.
PAUL BLOSER: What I will proposeto the Board is we're looking for a monument sign.
We'll put a condition in here, that is what we're looking for. You come back with a design for
approval, but what I wouldwant to see is architectural plan view of how it would look from the

east and the west, kind of like what you did with this (indicating),but I would like to see the
elevation from the road includedin that so we can see what the drop-offis.
MR. BEBOUT: Okay.

DAVID CROSS: We'll let the ArchitecturalReview Board approve it.
PAUL BLOSER: Yes. So it fits within their scope.
MR. BEBOUT: Is there a setback requirement for that? I mean the -- the closer we can

get to the street, the -- the less -PAUL BLOSER: Height it is going to be.
MR. BEBOUT: Correct.

DAVID CROSS: It has to be what, 7 feet off the right-of-wayline, Chris (Karelus)?
CHRIS KARELUS: 15 at its point, but if they -- Randy (Bebout), do you know

approximatelyhow far the existing sign is, from the sign face to the lot line?

MR. BEBOUT: I mean, there is room to grade it. We can change the grade. We can kind
of mound it up around the sign if we have to. It is not like we're on a steep slope. There is some

lexibilitythere.
f

PAUL BLOSER: I like to hear the opinions here.
MR BEBOUT: Loud and clear.
PAUL BLOSER: I would like to see somethingconsistentwith what we're goingwith.
We'll have Architecturallook at it. Certainlythe simpler the better.

Y our directionalscoming in the driveway,I know you want to have "enter" and "exit."
You know,pr
etty much all of them have drive-thru,so they'regoing in the right gate for

drive-thin. I think that is imperative for trafficcontrol.
MR. BEBOUT: Again, the height, as I mentioned,the height is important. Because they
get -- I mean when they're at 3 foot height or whateverthe code allows,that means, you know,

the sign is 15 inches high so the bottom of that sign is only going to be 28 or 3 foot off the
ground. Snow gets piled up from the DOT plows, and then from the on-siteplows and they get
damaged.

PAUL BLOSER: Based on where it is located right now, urn, let's see what we got so
we're within code for setback,and then come back with a proposal for that one.
MR. BEBOUT: Just a question on that. What we did on -- on East Avenue, goingoff the

t op of my head, I think it was 6 foot or 6 foot high, and it might have been the same width. They
countedthat whole thing as the sign, and reallyit was nothingmore than a brick background with
the -- with the golden arch. I don't knowhow you -- if you would square the arch off as the sign
area, or are you goingto take the wholebrick background?
PAUL B LOSER: Is it an open frame?
MR. BEBOUT: No. It is all brick.

PAUL BLOSER: Then the arches are on the brick?
MR BEBOUT: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Um, Chris (Karelus), how would you interpretthat?
CHRIS KARELUS: You would square it.

PAUL BLOSER: That wouldbe your background,basically?
MR. BEBOUT: Yes.

JAMES WIESNER: Will you start taking down some conditions, Paul (Bloser), like what
we discussedfor the -- for the S 1.
PAUL BLOSER: I think sign one, they'rejust going to come back with a proposalfor a
monument sign.
JAMES WIESNER: Will we vote on this tonightor will they come back a aim?
PAUL BLOSER: For final approval on the sign, we could approve it base on it being a
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m onument sign subjectto print approval. That wouldhave to be consistentwith the architectural
review. So that wouldbe a condition on that one.
ADAM CUNMNGS: To bring up what Dave (Cross) said, are we setting a height

restrictionon that?
KEITH O'TOOLE: Height and width, please.
ROBERT MULCAHY: Height and width.
PAUL BLOSER: The width? I think 5 foot is sufficient.
foot..

NYHAN: The sign itself -- if we're using the arches,it is about 4 foot by 4

PAUL BLOSER: So maximum outside with the brick then I would say would be no more
than 5 foot.
ADAM CUMNI1NGS: 6 inches on each side.

PAUL BLOSER: For the arch.
They probably of a standard -MICHAEL M:
Doesn't give you a lot of room for design,the brick, if you would. It

is just basicallya brick wall with a sign stuck to it versus some nice architecturaldesign -CHRIS KARELUS: If the Boardis going to redesignit, I don't know what the

Architectural Board will lend to this Board as far as character. It is very plained out as far as the
appearance. M, that's it. The companylogo.
PAUL BLOSER: Let's do it subjectto approval.
CHRIS KARELUS: The exterior make-up of the sign, there is really no more ornament to
that sign. I have seen the East Avenue one. It is done tastefully. They did incorporate the
building elementsto it. I think this is what the Board'sintent, if that is what I'm hearing.

M ICHAEL NYHAN: Yes.

C HRIS KARELUS: You want that design element to this project.
JAMES WIESNER: So similar to the Wegmans sign or the Walgreens sign?
CHRIS KARELUS: Yes, very comparable. The one question that is a very good question,
from Mr. Cross, is, you know, with the level at the street sign, what does that 5 foot equate to on
a 6 foot area of that sign? It might be 5 feet plus 2, because the base is goingto grow as grade
gets lost towards the building. So at its base, you will probablybe 2 or 3 feet -- let's call it the
southern end of that sign, that -- actually 2 to 3 foot higher.
PAUL BLOSER: Would you include that as part of the height?
CHRIS KARELUS: I would say you have to go to the lowest point on grade to the highest

p oint of the sign as the maximum allowable.

MR. BEBOUT: We'll have to have a -- have it again high enough that if you get 18 inches
of snow or 2 foot of snow, we don't want the snow coveringthe bottom of the sign.

KEITH O'TOOLE: I think what you'rereally doing is giving them instruction as to what
the form of the sign can be, height and width. What they do in that, they have some flexibility,
allowing for snow or what have you. They have a monument sign at Long Pond Road at one of
their McDonaldsand they seem to get out there and make sure it is clear and people see the sign

and they have many customers.

M R. BEBOUT: That looks just like this,on the ground, I believe.
KEITH O'TOOLE: This sign is actually a polycarbonate cabinet, I believe, which is not
what you're asking for.
PAUL BLOSER: Don't want that at all.
KEITH O'TOOLE: In the alternative, if you have ever been on Spencerport in Union

Street, rightnext to my office, in fact, there is a McDonalds and they have -- it's a sand-blasted
sign with a big g olden arches and take that sign and drop it down in the ground,you wouldhave

your sign right there, too. I mean they have some options.
But we measure off of grade. In fact, the applicantwas just testifying earlier that they
wanted to show off that building, which is why they didn't want any bushes out front. Well, if
they don't have any bushes out f
ront, you will be able to see the sign,too.

Thank you.
JAMES WIESNER: So we're talking 4 feet by 5 feet?

MICHAEL NYHAN: Hard knowing where it is goingto go. I am having a hard time
figuringout -CHRIS KARELUS: If I can take a point if I can -- from a freestandingto a monument. I
can ask the applicant. I'm sure they wouldbe willingto come back. We can informallyreview
or actually leave that as an open item, condition from your meeting this evening , and have him
come back and review that one signagedesignwith the Boardbefore the B oard grantsfinal to
that freestandingallowable.
ROBERT MULCAHY: That makes sense.

M ICHAEL NYHAN: It does.
PAUL BLOSER: We'll table that.
MR. BEBOUT: Excuse me, not going to Architectural? Is what I am hearing?
CHRIS KARELUS: I would leave that up to the Board.

JAMES WIESNER: I think if there is adequate pictures and depiction what you want to
do, I think we can take it from there.
MR. BEBOUT: Okay.
PAUL BLOSER: I wouldat least like some type of pencilhard drawing so we can see a
representativeelevationfor the placementof it, where it is going, in relationship to where your

flag is and whatever else you have working there. I'm assuming it is going between the road and
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the -- between the sidewalkand the drive in the front, in that green spacethere. So I would want
to see placement.

MR. BEBOUT: Yes. Ideally.it wouldbe centered between the driveways. Again, because
we have landscape bushes that are right up to the front of the road, so, again, I mean -- that is

going to be a concern as far as the visibility of that.
KEITH O'TOOLE: One more wrinklewhilewe're on the subject. The lightingof the

m onument sign, is that going to be internal or external?
PAUL BLOSER: It will be external, consistentdown-lighting with the rest of the lighting
they're doing on the building is what I was going to suggest.
KEITH O'TOOLE: Ground-mounted.

PAUL BLOSER: I would stay with gooseneck and do down-lightinglike on the rest of the
building so it is consistent with the design.
O'TOOLE: Verv well. Aank vou.
MICHAEL NYHAN: I think that is the idea we're trying to get across. You want the
signage to match the architecture of your building rather than the -- than what we're seeing here.
PAUL BLOSER: The polycarbonate won't work with me, on the ground.

We will table that one. We'll come back with a designfor us on that. That is S 1.
The directionalenter and exit, just for traffic flow, I think we have to stay fairly consistent
with that, with what is proposed on the directionals.S2A and S2B, I think that's pretty much
they speak for themselves.

MICHAEL NYHAN: If I can just go back to that sign, wouldthere be a type of sign again
that wouldfit into the architecture of this buildingrather than the standard what we're seeing on a

p ole? Because you had mentioned villagetype packages for signage.
KEITH O'TOOLE: Yes.
MICHAEL NYHAN: I mean in lookingat the exit and enter, I would want to see that
probablythere, as well. No sense in going through the -- having the monument sign in front and
then leave the enter and exit signs which are probably even more visible than that or at least as
visible as the standard type of McDonaldssign. The main thingswe're goingto go down Chili
A venue is enter and exit and your McDonalds monument o utside the building. Thoseare really

the main things I think somebodydriving downthe road, when you look at that building, you're
going to see. I think those are the signs we really need to focus on if we're going to keep them to
have that architecturalview or that architecturallook thatthe building has, which is much like
w hat we would want for a village type sign, somethingother than the standard on a steel pole. I
think it is mounted on concrete bollard; is that correct?
MR. BEBOUT: That's in the ground. All you see is the pole.

P AUL BLOSER: Concretebollard with a metal post going in the ground.
MR. BEBOUT: It's a post in the ground.

MICHAEL NYHAN: Metalpost mounted on a concrete bollard.
PAUL BLOSER: So S2A and S2B -CHRIS KARELUS: Mr. Nyhan, if they were to introduce say like a brick column, if this
s ign were to set on a brick column to matchthe m onumentsign, matchthe building, something
like that --

M ICHAEL NYHAN: Yes.

C HRIS KARELUS: -- that could also be left as a condition,but the sign face that you are
requestingthe variance for, the enter and exit are what are being required for the variance.
So again, the variance request is for the overall sign area. If they have to do somethingthat

this gets grounded to matchthat character,then you wouldprobablyleave that as a condition to
have some type of columnor elementthat matches the brick of the building to be associated with
the building.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Thank you.
JAMES WIESNER: So it wouldbe a condition for that particular sign.
KEITH O'TOOLE: I think you're actually reading all of the signs as a package, because

there is a visual impact of -- of combined. At least those are the commentsthat I have been
hearinSoso far.

m aybe what you do is to simplify things. Ratherthan having a wholebunch of votes,
we have one vote on the wholedam package and then you slap on the conditions on top of that.

MICHAEL NYHAN: Thankyou.
PAUL BLOSER: I put my notes for S2A and B. S3, those are your poles. S3 and S -- that
is S3. That is goingto cover both lanes; is that correct?
R OBERT MULCAHY: L ooks like it, yes.
MR. BEBOUT: Yes. There are two bars that go -- or a bar in each lane.
PAUL BLOSER: Drive-thru with the clearance,9 feet,that yellow, is that pretty much the
same color tone as the arches? Fairly close?
MR. BEBOUT: Yeah.

D AVID CROSS: Looks like more hazard yellow.
MR. BEBOUT: I think it has a little more yellow to it instead of g olden -MICHAEL NYHAN: Chris (Karelus), you had mentioned something earlier aboutthese
particularsigns matching something on the building. What was that that you had mentioned?
C HRIS KARELUS: S3 -FRED TROTT: That wouldbe the pole sign.
PAUL BLOSER: It is made out of white ACM right now.

C HRIS KARELUS: S3, S4 and S5, if that Boardcould consider that claddingto the signs,
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to have the brick to matchthe building, I think they would again associatethemselvesbetterwith
the site.
MR. BEBOUT: What if, just throwingthis out, because very honest,I don't how flexible
McDonaldswill be on all of this, and obviously it will be their choice to make, but maybe if the

white cladding was the color of the building?

PAUL BLOSER: I wouldsay an earth tone color, like the hardyboard.
MR. BEBOUT: I'm saying instead of thanging m aterials.
FRED TROTT: I don't think it needsto be brick as much as if it wouldblend -MR. BEBOUT: I'm not sure how the yellow will look with the taupe.

JAMES WIESNER: This is the back side of the building, too.
CHRIS KARELUS: I think the claddingwill lend itself very well. And again, the brick
facing of that, as opposed to the Drivet they have, they can find a material very comparable. For
the Board'sinformation.
What the Boardwould like in character -- just a recommendation from me on some of these

elements that will stick out, and with the white ACM and the brownbrick and gray building with
the bronze, if you get -- envision a bronze standing seam roof, it's going to stand out there. To
Mike Nyhan'scredit, the front signage integrates very well. Monument,entry elements, as well

s the building. It would be a symmetricalfeeling building.
a
KEITH O'TOOLE: I agree with Mr. Karelus, that the practicaladvantageis that any local
contractor,whoeverthey hire, can find brick. It doesn't have to be special ordered, I suspect. So
it wouldbe a very simple way of picking up the design elements and also a very simple thing for
Code Enforcementto f
ind that they're in compliancewith your conditions.

Thankyou.
MICHAEL NYHAN: So I think what I'm hearing from yourprevious guidance, we should

go ahead and approve the signs. Yes, we have the sign and then have the condition that we want
it to matchthe architecturals tyle of the building; is that correct,as a condition?
KEITH O'TOOLE: In fact, I think what Chairman Bloser is doingnow, as we speak, is he
is collectinghis punch list?
PAUL B LOSER: Right.
KEITH O'TOOLE: If everyoneis in agreementwith what the punch list contains, you

c ould have one vote and be done with it.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Okay. Thank you.

P AUL BLOSER: That is where I'm going with it. I'm looking at S3 through 5A. I think
all of those bases will be fairlyconsistent, so we stay with -- whether we, as a Board, decide the

c olored ACM or if we want to go brick so it matches the base, we make that decision and then
put that in as a condition. That would coverthose.
DAVID CROSS: Probablynot S5A, though.
PAUL BLOSER: That's -CHRIS KARELUS: S6A, Chairman. S6A has the ACM claddingon it, as well.
P AUL BLOSER: We're not that far down the list.

M ICHAEL NYHAN: Let's take them in order.
JAMES WIESNER: Let's take them in order.
PAUL BLOSER: That is the one that is open to discussion, if we wanted it or not. That is
the advertising,non-essential advertising board.
You hate that word, don't you, "non-essential"?
JAMES WIESNER: We are finishedS3. We're saying that is going along with the

architectural--

MICHAEL NYHAN: Correct. S4 is the bollardswith "Any lane, any time", "payment

eady" and "Thank you."
r
JAMES WIESNER: I think B and C couldgo.

MICHAEL NYHAN: If am I looking at this right, this "Any lane, any time", is right at the
welcomeboard, the welcomepoint gateway; is that right?
MR. BEBOUT: Right the -- right at the p oint of the two lanes, the merge point.

F RED TROTT: Is that going to be attached to that -- the -- the S3 pole.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Welcome gateway.

MR. BEBOUT: I want to say no, but I'm not -- I guess I'm wondering why -- why it
couldn'tbe. I don't know that answer.
MICHAEL NYHAN: It looks like it is.
MR. BEBOUT: This is a relatively -- the double drive-thruis a relatively new thing. It

just depends on how the site works out and the sidewalk. Sometimes they bring them forward
and they onlyhave a single bar.

FRED TROTT: It kind of looks like it is. To be honest, on the drawing here. In looking
at it, I can't see why you couldn'tdo it there.
PAUL BLOSER: Which one are you talkingabout?

M ICHAEL NYHAN: S4A is attached to the pole of S3. That is what it looks like on the
drawing. That is what it seems like it should be. It is right at the gateway, "Any lane, any time".
FRED TROTT: It would reduce down our amount of signs m theory, you know.

DAVID CROSS: Let's have them combine the signs, then.
PAUL BLOSER: Is what was I was doing. S3 and S5A wouldbe consistentmaterialface
of the building, and we woulddecide whetherwe want the colored ACM to match the siding or if
we want it brick.

M R. BEBOUT: On S5A you're saying?
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M ICHAEL NYHAN: What we're talking about is S4A, Paul (Bloser). S4A looks like it is
attached to the front of S3. It is not anotherfreestanding sign is what it looks like. Is that
accurate?
MR. BEBOUT: No. It is a separate sign. I mean as -- as we have presented it, it is a

s eparate sign. The questionwas, can it be attached to S3?
DAVID CROSS: Can it be?
MICHAEL NYHAN: Can it be?
ROBERT MULCAHY: Why can'tit be stenciledrighton the drive itself rather than a
sign?

MR. BEBOUT: We have -- actually, we have an arrow -- we have a painted arrow on the
concrete. It's just -- again, in the wintertime,you're not goingto see it half of the time.
FRED TROTT: You will not see arrows on the ground in the wintertime,which I can

agree with that.

S3.

I -- and being -MR. BEBOUT: It's not -- it is 18 by 18 approximately.
MICHAEL NYHAN: I would like to see -- my point is I would like to see it attached to

Multipleconversations occurredamongst the Boardmembers.
FRED TROTT: You're puttingthat right there at the entryway. You're saying,.yougot to
be 9 feet -- no more than 9 feet high, and by the way, you can use either lane. There is no reason

why it shouldbe a separate pole.
MR. BEBOUT: There is a little educationwith the double drive-thru. They will sit there
in the inside lane and not realizethere is anotherorder point on the outside. There is a learning
process with it. And that -- it is just a component that helps that.
MICHAEL NYHAN: I can understandthe need for the sign. I think it just can be
combined with the other sign.
ADAM CUMMINGS: They would stillneed the variance for the same area of the sign.

M ICHAEL NYHAN: That's fine.
FRED TROTT: We'll justmake it a condition that it be attached -PAUL BLOSER: Attached to?
MICHAEL NYHAN: Right.
e base of S3.
ADAM CUMIvIINGS:Th
FRED TROTT: Unless you show a hardship it couldn'tbe.

M R. BEBOUT: I have seen the signs, but I'm -- I'm assuming it is a differentcolor,that it
must be attached separately,but I don't...

PAUL BLOSER: Do you want to do a colored ACM or brick? Let's startwith S3. The
pole for that is showing 1 foot ACM right now. So do we want to stay with the colored to match
the siding?

A DAM CUMNIINGS: Actually, all of the columns on the building are white.
PAUL BLOSER: Do we want a brick base and then a column?

D AVID CROSS: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Do the brick the height of the column and --

D AVID CROSS: Yep. Sounds good.
PAUL BLOSER: Base to match in brick, same heig ht as buildingcolumns.
A t that point, consensuson the Boardto stay with the white pole, the whitecolumns or go

to a colored pole to matchthe siding?

M ICHAEL NYHAN: I have no problem with it matching the brick base with the white

column, like the building.

ROBERT MULCAHY: Keep the column all the same color.
DAVID CROSS: That's fine.

P AUL BLOSER: Okay. S4A, you want that attached to the S3 column?
JAMES WIESNER: Yes. Incorporateit into it.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Incorporate it into it somehow.

D AVID CROSS: Would we like to omit S4B and S4C.
PAUL BLOSER: I alreadyhave that in the notes.
MICHAEL NYHAN: The "Thank you" and payment.

P AUL BLOSER: EliminateS4A and S4B.

MICHAEL NYHAN: No. S4B and S4C is what we're eliminating. "Please have your

p ayment ready" and "Thank you."
PAUL BLOSER: S5. Order canopy.

MICHAEL NYHAN: I would like to follow the brick base with the white column just as
we did with S3.
The white on the pole to match the welcome gateway.

P AUL BLOSER: So S5 to match S3?
MICHAEL NYHAN: To matchS3, with the pole design.

PAUL BLOSER: S6, the menu boards. I mean back there, I'm goingto give them this. I
wouldbe willingto go with their standard.
MICHAEL NYHAN: I agree.
PAUL BLOSER: As presented. S6A is the free-standingone, advertisingone?
D AVID LINDSAY: Omit.
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JAMES WIESNER: I don't see whereyou need that. It actuallydoesn't -- it's only for
directmgtransactin business.
PAUL BLOS_R: That is what they call the presale.
JAMES WIESNER: Yes.

P AUL BLOSER: S7. That is the rooftop.
DAVID CROSS: I have think -- as Chris (Karelus) pointed out earlier,I think we could

rduce that, maybe to 75 percent of what we see rightnow, so it would be like 14 feet instead of
e
18 feet.
PAUL BLOSER: Well, if we went to a 24 4-inch max height letter,that is goingto reduce
across the 18 feet, that will reduce a square amountof square footage on that sign, and 24-inch
letters are a fairly standard letter height. It is in the rear of the building, one side only. So you're
reducing that.

W hat you don't want to do, is you have a lot of roofwork up there, too. You don't just
want -- you want to stay in character with it. It is the only thing that said "McDonalds" on it.
So -- so you have 100 square footage across the front of the building.
Multiple conversations occurred amongst the Board members.

PAUL BLOSER: Again, it is at the rear of the building. I mean, I am willingto give them

a little bit of height but not what they'reasking for. If we dropped it to 24 max -DAVID CROSS: The wholething gets scaled down.
PAUL BLOSER: Quitea bit?
DAVID CROSS: By that 24 to 27 1/2 ratio. I'm not doingthe math.
A DAM C UIvI1vIINGS: Y ou can'tdo it in your head?

DAVID CROSS: Like 16 feet instead of 18. Is that reasonable?
PAUL BLOSER: Yes.

MR. BEBOUT: Just becomes a custom sign for them. That is their standard sign, but...

JAMES WIESNER: If you look at it on a drawing,it is not totally out of proportion with

the back side of that building.
PAUL BLOSER: This is what I was really looking at back there.
JAMES WIESNER: It's a fairlylarge amount across there.
PAUL BLOSER: There is a lot of roof square footage up there.

A DAM CUMMINGS: Personally, I like it. It is -- because it is right above the two doors.
DAVID CROSS: Is that a standard sign?

MR. BEBOUT: They don't have a McDonaldsfascia that's either smaller or bigger. That
is the size that they manufactured.

M ICHAEL NYHAN: With the size of the building, I don't think it looks that unusually

large, unless --

PAUL BLOSER: Jim (Wiesner)?
JAMES WIESNER. I think it is looks okay the way it is.

T he Board discussed that element of the application.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. As resented. S8. I'm satisfied with three of those, what they

are. I think they'renicely balancedin there. I would rather see that than more verbiage.
MICHAEL NYHAN: I like the arches betterthananothersign that says "McDonalds."
JAMES WIESNER: How about illumination? Which ones now are illuminated?
PAUL BLOSER: Well, the down-lighting is still -- everythingis --

M ICHAEL NYHAN: You can change the lighting--

PAUL BLOSER: The only lighting we're goingto be changingis the street sign.

Everything else is staying down-lit gooseneck.
MICHAEL NYHAN: The menu boardhas neon lights. We're not changingthat.

PAUL BLOSER: Otherthan street sign.
DAVID CROSS: I just like to confirm that the M arch is -- it is not illuminated. It says
"42 inch illuminatedbuilding" --

MR. BEBOUT: Because that is a standard sign. I should have whited it out.
DAVID CROSS: Not to be lit.
MR. BEBOUT: Correct.
DAVID CROSS: Just lit with the gooseneck?
MR. BEBOUT: Correct.

Multiple conversations occurredamongst the Board members.
PAUL BLOSER: I will say -- on S8, I'm going to put parentheses, non-back-lit arches

shown as -DAVID CROSS: The same with S7.

M ICHAEL NYHAN: All of the building signs, the four of them are gooseneck lighting.
PAUL BLOSER: Down-lit.
FRED TROTT: This is not gooseneck,drive-thru side -PAUL BLOSER: Which one?
F RED TROTT: The east side elevation.
PAUL BLOSER: Undersoffitlighting, down-lit on that?
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MR. BEBOUT: Yes.

PAUL BLOSER: So that will be sort lighting.
FRED TROTT: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: That is my assumptionon that. Okay.

MR. BEBOUT: Yep.
PAUL BLOSER: On the signagepackage,startingup at the top.
P aul Bloser reviewedthe proposedconditionsfor the signs with the Board.

P aul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency a
s far as SEQR, and based on
evidenceand information presentedat this meeting,determinedthe application to be a Type II
action with no significantenvironmentalimpact, and Robert Mulcahyseconded the motion. The
Boardall voted yes on the motion.
James Wiesner made a motion to approvethe applicationwith the following conditions,and
Michael Nyhan secondedthe motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.

KEITH O'TOOLE: With all these "S"s, I kind of lost track. On the freestanding sign, S 1,

we're getting rid of that and replacing it with a monument sign?
PAUL BLOSER: Correct.

K EITH O'TOOLE: Did we fix the height and width on that?
PAUL BLOSER: That is to be presentedfor approvalby the applicant.
ADAM CUMMINGS: I think we should set a limit.
KEITH O'TOOLE: I would prefer that.

MICHAEL NYHAN: Well, we get it to be the 42 by 48-inch arches. Chris (Karelus) was
going to work with, um, the gentlemanfor the type of design of the brick and we were goingto
approvethat.

PAUL BLOSER: 48 is the height of the arch?
MR. BEBOUT: It will be the same arch that is on the building.
PAUL BLOSER: So --

KEITH O'TOOLE: So measuringoff grade,the total heightof the sign structure with all of
its attachments will be no higher than?
DAVID CROSS: 6 feet. 4 feet plus 2 feet for a base.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Do we know where it is goingto be placed for the slope?

PAUL BLOSER: With your base, with the taper, you might need anothertwo. I would say
your maximum would probablybe 8, with the taper.

MR. BEBOUT: We'll have to work through it. I can work with Chris (Karelus).
PAUL BLOSER: You have two -- let's say 2 foot on the taper if it is that. You have 2 foot
as a base for snow and just below, if they put flowers below it, any greenage, whatever, before

the bottom of your arch, and you have a 48-incharch, so rightthere you have 8 foot to the top of
the arch and you will still have a reveal on top of that. So 9 foot maximum height from lowest

point of ground.
DAVID CROSS: I think it is too big.
MR. BEBOUT: I guess I wouldask the Board -- give us the opportunityto put something
together, and --

DAVID CROSS: That's fine.

MICHAEL NYHAN: If the condition was that we were to see the design, in working with

C hris (Karelus), and we would appr ove that, based on once we have seen the design.
KEITH O'TOOLE: So, in fact, if you don't approve the monument sign, all of the other
sign variances are eliminatedor denied.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Do we have to separateit out?
KEITH O'TOOLE: No. I just want to make sure they don't get to walk away with one

withouthaving to do the other.
PAUL BLOSER: I would say --

KEITH O'TOOLE: They're not building this tomorrow anyway, so they have got time.
PAUL BLOSER: I would say on this to put a maximumwidthof 5 foot is reasonable with
a 42 inch wide arch, 5 foot brick outside to outsidewould be a reasonable width. I would say a
maximumheight, the lowest point, open it to 9 foot the max, but subjectto approval, final

approvalof the sign. That would be a review process. If we can get it -- 9 foot max with
nummum -- help me here. You know whereI'm going withthis.
KEITH O'TOOLE: No, I don't, but 9 feet is awfullytall.

PAUL BLOSER: But if you have a taper, over 5 foot, if have you 2 foot on your taper, and
your ground, from here to here (indicating), now I'm levelingthat so the high point, I want to be

snow level above that. What will you give it, a foot?
KEITH O'TOOLE: Snow followsthe ground,so it is going to be -- if you want to give
some distance between the ground level and allowfor some snow, typicallyyou're talking 18 to

24 inches. 24 is a littlemore generous.
Then you'readding a cabineton top of that, or some sort of a sign on top of that. That -- if
you allow a 4 foot sign on top of that base, you'rebringing it up to 6 feet. 6 feet usuallygets you
where you need to be fairly g enerously. That sign on Long P ond I was talking about, the
McDonaldsthere, it is significantly less than 6 feet tall.

P AUL BLOSER: Is it on level ground?
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KEITH O'TOOLE: Fairly level, yes. And then the other issue is if -- I don't know what

the topo is, but if y ou want, you can let them scrunchit up a bit closer to the street, because if you
lowerit, and it is less of an impact if it is closer to the street. But if you have the 25 foot tall sign
right on top of the street, then it tends to look worse.

P AUL BLOSER: So a maximum height of 6 foot then?
DAVID CROSS: I think 6 is plenty.

P AUL BLOSER: Okay.
CHRIS KARELUS: You reallywant to get a monkey wrench thrown in this one? I

think -- if I can just speakto it, rememberthe Walgreens monument you worked with, that had a
lot of grading integratedin the back sectionof the sign. I just took a quick look at the grading
plan. I'm sure we can work out a gradingscheme and you have some things set in motion with
the Boardhere we can get s omething that is agreeable. This project actuallyhad a taking, so the
current sign location,if you know wherethat sits m relationto the project now, if you're

comfortableon that, it's closer to the lot line thanthe 15 foot that would be required by the code.

So this is going to get set back a little further into the site. Not to throw a monkey wrench
into it, but therewas a right-of-way takingwhen Chili Avenue was expanded and took about 5
feet off the road frontage of this property. So where it was set back 15 feet off to the lot line,
now it is only 10, for the freestandin sign. So the sign you folks will be looking at, asking them

to bring to this project,would actuarybe 5 feet further into the lot than the previousfreestanding
sign's location.
P AUL BLOSER: Who invitedyou to this party?
(Laughter.)
MR. BEBOUT: And I will add to that.

P AUL BLOSER: That is a valid point.

MR. BEBOUT: The Water Authority has askedus to provide a -- I believea 15 foot

easement across the frontage, so I don't know how that will play into whether we can even push
this forward or not. But eitherway, I can work with Chris (Karelus). We can work with the
grades.
PAUL BLOSER: Let's stay with the 6 foot height.
MR. BEBOUT: There is no benefitto the applicantto make it 9 feet tall in the back,

because it is just more dollarsthey want to spend.

PAUL BLOSER: Yes. You will want to keep to a minimum because of the cost factor
with the brick and masonry. I understand that, too. I -- I'm just thinking of the worse case on
paper so that you didn't -- the arch to the front of the road, so it doesn'tget buried in snow.
He say s snow will follow that. I would like that -- the ground there, I think wouldbe
reasonablefor the bottom of the arch, the front side, street side, for the arch. It's me.

PAUL BLOSER: We may not have that much to taper when you're done landscaping.
Maximum width 5 foot and maximum height 6 foot. Okay on that?

C HRIS KARELUS: That will revisit the Board, correct?
PAUL BLOSER: Yes.
All of the signs on the back that we're adding brick to the bottom and the ACM, I would
like to see a final design of those anyway just for a review process. It would be a discussion.
Wouldn'tbe a general -- open to generalpublic. Just a discussion for follow-up.

J AMES WIESNER: For final approval.
PAUL BLOSER: For final approval.

David Crossmade a motion to approvethe applicationwith the following conditions,and
Michael Nyhan secondedthe motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.

D ECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 7 yes with the followingconditions:
1.

Sign S 1- Maximum width 5' x 6' height - to be a new monument style
brick base with down light to be presented to the Building Departmentfor
final approval.

2.

Sign S2A & S2B to be brick base like S1.

3.

Sign S3- Base to be brick as S 1 (same heightas buildingcolumn base,
then white ACM above).

4.

Sign S4A to be incorporated as part of S3.

5.

Sign S4B & S4C- eliminatefrom schedule/plans.

6.

Sign S5 to match S3 in design and character.

7.

Sign S6- approved as presented.

8.

Sign S6A- eliminatefrom schedule/plans.

9.

Sign S7- approved as presented.
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1 0.

Sign S8- approved as presented (non back-lit arches and gooseneck down
lighting as shown on prints.

11.

Final approval required as a total sign package to be presented to the
Building Departmentand will be reviewedwith the Zoning Board Chair.

The following findingof fact was cited:

1.

Requested sign variances will not create an undesirable change in the
character of the neighborhoodor to nearby properties and is consistent
w ith other existing similarbusinesses in size and character.

6.

Application of Matthew Moscati, TRM Architecture,448 Delaware Avenue, Buffalo,
New York 14202, property owner: M. Vamvakitisfor variance to erect an additionto
building to be 65' f
rom f
ront lot line (75' req.), variance to erect an 8' high fence in front
setback area 4' allowed)and 8' high fence m s ide yard (6' allowed)per plan submittedat
property locatedat 1132 Scottsville Road in G.B. zone.

Matthew Moscati was present to representthe application.

P AUL BLOSER: This is the uniform company that was before PlanningBoard last week;
is that correct?
MR. MOSCATI: That's correct.
PAUL BLOSER: Let's talk about your project.
MR. MOSCATI: Okay. I'm here tonightto talk about the United Uniform project, at the
former Manny's Restaurant.

I n short, what we're proposingto do is to tear down the front half of the restaurant,rebuild
it, rehabilitatethe second half, the back half of the facility for back-of-housethings, lavatories,
changingrooms, kitchenette,stor e, that type.
Then in the front of the buil
g, we're proposing to build an additionwhich is primarily
their sales floor.
We -- how this came before you, is we're working off of site plans from a previous

renovationat Manny's. We workedwith the owner and developed a sales floor area that they
needed for theiroper ation to function,and we also workeda little bit with staffon the circulation
that the municipalitywouldbe looking for.
We arrivedat a footprint, and during that time period,the surveyor went out to confirm,
among other things, the locationof the building. We found the building was closer to the

S cottsville Road than originallyanticipated,and the owner, um, requested that we proceed with
the sales floor thatwe had determinedin the processwhichrequired us to seekthe front yard
setback variance.

All along -- speaking to the other variance being sought, all along the operators expressed
concern over, um, what people look at when they look into the steel yard to the west, and he has
always wanted to put a -- replacethe chain link fence that is there now with a solid fence, and,

um, duringthe process, we weren't positive aboutthe side -- the height of that fence, so the max
that we wouldb e s eeking would be an 8 feet, whichwould require 8 foot tall fence, whichwould
require the variance. That is what we're seekinghere today.
To be perfectly frank, I believethat the owneris -- I know that the owneris evaluating
different fences as we speak, and in the end, he may reduce -- he may want to reduce it down to
somethingwithin the existingallowable height, but he is notpo sitive about that. There has been
a lot of work next door, and he is evaluatinghow things develop with their neighbor.

So that is a brief overview of the project,and how we arrived at the two variances that are
beingsought tonight.
I can speak about other issues,landscaping, signage, um, that I talked to the Planning
B oard about,if anybody is curious. I have got exterior elevationswhat the buildingwill look
like,perspective. I have an aerial view of Scottsville Road, in this area, with two lines that

place -- to show what a -- what a 75 foot setback is, in comparison to the majority of the

structures that are on Scottsville Road. But -- but I leave it to the Board for questions.
P AUL BLOSER: Let'sstart with the front fence thatyou're looking to.
MR. MOSCATI: Running from Scottsville Road right-of-wayon the west side of the
building, which wouldbe to the right if you'refacing the building, and running to the rear
property line.
PAUL BLOSER: You're not goingparallel to Scottsville Road. You're just going out to

the road and going back? You'renot caging in the front of the building?
MR. MOSCATI: No. No.

PAUL BLOSER: Just for clarification. You're just looking to put the 6 foot goingdown
the side lines?
MR. MOSCATI: 8 foot going down the side line.

PAUL BLOSER: Okay. Are you looking-- but you don't know what material, if it is
going to be chain link or -MR. MOSCATI: Rightnow we're asking that it be vinyl and solid, with a lattice top, is the
one that the owneris currently looking at and evaluatmg.
PAUL BLOSER: The signage that you suggested or commentedon, there is nothing
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before us for signage, so I am not even goingto go that direction right now. I wouldlike to stick
with what is on the application. That is our setback and the fencin&. .

Initial thoughts, you know, on the fencing, 8 foot at the road is lust visually,and the vinyl,

even with a lattice top, that's fairlyexcessive. You know, to go farther into the line a little bit, I

w ould be willing to look at it.

DAVID CROSS: From the building frontage?
PAUL BLOSER: Correct.
DAVID CROSS: That line?
PAUL BLOSER: Yes. I understand wantingto block it out, but there is also some visuals
coming up and down ScottsvilleRoad that we want to see beyond both ways. There is reasons
for only having the 4 foot -- you know, height requirementat the road, to a certain distance back
from the road. But I think that is something that I think we'll probably be lookingat.
MR. MOSCATI: We wouldbe amenable to 4 feet coming back from Scottsville,whatever
distanceyou said. We wouldbe amenable to stepping it to 6, from whereverthat
is, to the
ront of the building,and then request that it be -- that the %p cation be proposed.
f
P AUL BLOSER: A progressive, instead of being -- rt becomes too compound an issue,

and I think for your own building, you will put a lot of money into that building, and I think it
would be nice to have a nice presentation there, too.

T hat chain that is there, probably right now is -- I couldn't tell if it is 4 or 5 foot tall now. It
is not 6 into the front.
MR. MOSCATI: I believe it is between 5 and -- it's not taller than I am. I'm 5'5".
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. So you'relooking at -- right now you'repossibly doing it in a

vinyl.

MR. MOSCATI: That is what our application would be.
PAUL BLOSER: So let's run with the fence, I guess,first. Jim (Wiesner)?

JAMES WIESNER: I agree. It wouldbe very obtrusive in the front area of the building,

to have 8 feet. OtherwiseI wouldn'tbe as concernedaround behind the building.
MICHAEL NYHAN: What is behind this building? That is the -- (inaudible)correct?
PAUL BLOSER: It is. I'm not sure how much distance from the back of this to the
walkway. Are you familiarwith that?
MR. MOSCATI: I'm not familiar with the walkway.
PAUL BLOSER: There is a set of tracks back there, too?

M R. MOSCATI: If I -JAMES WIESNER: I think it backs up to Kozels.
PAUL BLOSER: Yes.

MR. MOSCATI: Kozels is an L-shapedproperty to the west of us. It -- that's a greater
depth and then comesin behind us. They have to have over 100 feet further to the -- calling it the
south.

P AUL BLOSER: And with that, I would support the 8 foot,for what they'redoing, with

the chain -- you know, what he is doing for a business,versus the steel.

M ICHAEL NYHAN: On the east side is the materials building place?
PAUL BLOSER: What -- whatever. Yes.

ROBERT MULCAHY: Isn'tthat Rochester Brick?
PAUL BLOSER: Builders Supply, but I can't -- Standard Builders?
ADAM CUMIWNGS: Standard Builders Supply.
JAMES WIESNER: This store will have customers coming in and out all of the time, or

are they just renting uniforms?

MR. MOSCATI: They don't rent uniforms. It's open from 9 to 5, Monday through Friday.
They have one day a week they're open to 7, and they're open from 12 to 5 on Saturday. And
they strictlysell uniforms and accessoriesto policemen, firemen, other public servants.
PAUL BLOSER: So it is a retail outlet then?
MR. MOSCATI: It's a uniform facility.

P AUL BLOSER: Not -- yeah. Yeah. It's not -- okay.
JAMES WIESNER: Can't go in and buy a police uniform.

PAUL BLOSER: Right.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Same store that is in Brighton now?
MR. MOSCATI: That's correct. They lease the facilitycurrently in Brighton and they're

looking to own this property.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Okay.
ROBERT MULCAHY: I don't particularlylike the idea of the 8 foot fence at the front,
because it is goingto cover too much.
FRED TROTT: I like the gradual,like you were saying.
DAVID CROSS: From 4 to 6 to 8. Or transition 4 to 6 at the front.

P AUL BLOSER: I would say front setback.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Do you know of any requirementfrom the road? How close to the
road the fence can be, the height?

C HRIS KARELUS: Just as I put in the recommendations,if the Board variance is granted
regarding the fence, we just verify the clear visionarea at the access points. Code just requiresto

have clear vision.
FRED TROTT: Coming out on ScottsvilleRoad can be a challenge, to say the least.
MR. MOSCATI: I have experienced that.
FRED TROTT: I wouldagree. I wouldn't want to block any visionthere.
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PAUL BLOSER: I wouldsay basedon what we're looking at, for a setback variance,also,
I wouldlike to be 4 foot to the front comerof the building, and then start to the 6. Even if it is
just a couple of sections and g o right to the gate,. just somethingfor progression. The 4 foot at

least to the setback of the building. We are making it close.
The -- the other thing on here is the setback. I tell you, I -- lookingat this, I welcome it. It

is a nice addition. They're goingto put some money into it and spruce it up. It has been in
transition for a lot of years. It wouldbe nice to see it taken care of and cleaned up. It's not a big
variance that we're looking at here.
FRED TROTT: Only question I have, and maybe not -- as far as our zoning issues, but you

w ould have your -- obviouslysome of the firemenand stufflike that, I know they'regoing to go
to PSCF for training. The conceptof them bringing a fire truck through, would you have parking
available for them?
MR. MOSCATI: Well, we discussed this a little bit. Um, at their currentfacilities, they
have -- rarely -- they don't know if they have ever had a fire truck actually come to the facility

before.
FRED TROTT: But that is Brighton, though,too.

MR. MOSCATI: Well, at their Syracuse, Rochester or Buffalo sites. They -- the largest --

because I talked to them a little bit aboutthis when we removedthe parkingthat is to the east and
west of the building and widened the line out there.

The largest vehiclethat they regularlysee is an ambulance. The EMTs are also a customer.
SurprisinglyEMTs like to buy bulletproofvests, but I didn't realize that.

The -- if a larger vehicle was to come on site, the idea is that they wouldparallelpark along
the properly line to the east or west of the building and just kind of circle the site as opposed to
back in or back out of the parkingstall. So the mechanismis there for a larger vehicle.
FRED TROTT: I guess, keepingthat in mind,because they do -- you get a Town like from
Orleans or whateverthat comesto PS C F to train, they may bring a truck or a larger vehicle that
brings everybodythere, and I mean that is what you're hoping for, is to get them stopping in,

"Hey, let's get some new uniformsor jackets,"what have you. I could see that happening.
MR. MOSCATI: All I can say is there is about40 feetclear between the diagonalparking
stripingthat is flanking the sides of the site, and -FRED TROTT: That will not be elevated, the striping?
MR. MOSCATI: No. That is just painted.
PAUL BLOSER: This will go through Traffic and Safety anyway, if it hasn't already.

C OMMENTS OR QUESTIONSFROM THE AUDIENCE:
DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road

MS. BORGUS: Just a question, what color wouldthis vinyl fence be? White, earth tones?
PAUL BLOSER: That yet to be determinedin the notes I have here.

MR. MOSCATI: The discussions I had with my clients are white. But it is not confirmed.
I think that is the way is he leaning right now. But the door is open.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay.
MS. BORGUS: I just -- I'm not aware what color the building is, and I was just thinking it
should match.

Robert Mulcahy made a motion to close the Public Hearing portionof this application, and Adam

C ummings seconded the motion.All Boardmembers were in favor of the motion.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.

PAUL BLOSER: For condition of approval, I wouldlike to say 4 foot fence from the road

to front comer of the building,progressive at that point.
JAMES WIESNER: To the front setback area per se.
PAUL BLOSER: Correct.

ADAM CUMIVIINGS: Progressiveup to 8 foot or progressiveto 6 foot.
PAUL BLOSER: I will say progressiveto 8 foot. Progressive from 4 to 6.

R OBERT MULCAHY: He doesn't have to stickto the 8 foot. He doesn't have to stickto
the 8 foot. He couldgo 6 foot instead of the 8?
PAUL BLOSER: Correct.
ADAM CUMMINGS: 6 foot, and he doesn't need the variance.
PAUL BLOSER: I'm just looking at this, if he is doing a lattice-toppedfence, he would

probably want to go with the 8 and bloc as much of that steel plant out as he could.
Do we want to make a comment on color?

JAMES WIESNER: Approval by the BuildingDepartment.
FRED TROTT: Earthtone would be nice.
PAUL BLOSER: We want to leave it with Architectural to determinethe color?

DAVID CROSS: The applicantsaid white in the prints.
MR. MOSCATI: That is what we're researchingright now. If colorsof the building, for
reference,are -- are gray s. Gray aluminumstorefront.

P AUL BLOSER: You wouldn'twant a brown earth tone up against that. Okay. I will put
"Colorto be determined." I will put color to be determinedand presentedto Building
Department for approval.
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C hris (Karelus), I would like to think if you would see a purple fence coming in, you would

know enough to stop it, but I think within reason I will use your discretionon the matches, for
the vinyl. We know the colorsof the facade of the building.
I think with this one we'll do a vote to include the setback on this. One total application.

T he Boarddiscussedany potentialconditions.
MICHAEL NYHAN: I wouldlike to go with Chris (Karelus)'s recommendation.
PAUL BLOSER: Fence startat setback from -- of the road.
MICHAEL NYHAN: It will be inspected by the Building Departmentfor clear sight
vision.

P AUL BLOSER: Would that be Traffic & Safety that would approve the front edge of the
fence for clear view?

C HRIS KARELUS: I don't think they commentedon it. It is just one of the stipulations
when you have a higher fence -PAUL BLOSER: But the 4 foot starting front edge, of the 4 foot fence at the road, to
determine where we startthat. If it is a solid fence, not a see-through fence for visionup and
down Scottsville Road, pullingout of the parking lot.
CHRIS KARELS: 8 feet off the s houldr. W e look down there, put a stake out there and
say the fence can be no closer than this point.
PAUL BLOSER: You do that through Code Enforcement, the Building Department or
Traffic and Safety?

CHRIS KARELUS: We'll do it during the permitting process.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay.

Paul Blosermade a motion to declare the Boardlead agency as far as SEQR, and based on

evidence and information presented at this meeting, determinedthe applicationto be a Type II
actionwith no significant environmental impact, and Robert Mulcahy secondedthe motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.

J ames Wiesner made a motion to approve the application with the followmg conditions, and
Robert Mulcahyseconded the motion. All Boardmembers were in favor of the motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously approvedby a vote of 7 yes with the following conditions:
1.

Fence to be 4 foot high from front setback to the front comer of the
building.It then will progress f
rom 4 foot to 6 foot to 8 foot. Color yet to

be determinedand will be final approved by the BuildingDepartment and
Z oning Chair.

2.

Frontedge of fence to be placedafter approvalof Code Enforcement
Department to maintaina clear safe vision of traffic flow.

3.

Setback approved for building as requestedwith no additional
conditions.

The following finding of fact was cited:

1.
7.

The requested variance will not create an undesirable change in the
character of the neighborhood or to nearby properties.

Application of Mark Woods, owner; 131 King Road, Churchville,New York 14228 for
variance to allow existing deck to be 58' from front lot line (75' req.) at property located
at 131 King Road in R-1-15 zone.

Mark Woodswas present to represent the application.
MR. WOODS: Mark Woods, 131 King Road, Churchville,New York, 14428.
PAUL BLOSER: I see a sold sign. Condition of sale?

M R. WOODS: Yes, it is.
PAUL BLOSER: How long has the deck been there?
MR. WOODS: 13 years.

PAUL BLOSER: This was originally inspected by the Town, is the way I am reading this,
when it was originally put in?
CHRIS KARELUS: I have spoken with Mr. Woods. I believethere was just some

confusionaboutthe 8 foot permitsand the actual construction techniquesthat were used and
13 years later, here we are.
It does need a permit. It would have needed a permitback then.
It falls within the front setback, whichhe will need a variance from this Boardbefore we

c an issue the building permits to inspectfor construction.
PAUL BLOSER: So you stillhave to do an inspectionon it?

C HRIS KARELUS: Correct.
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PAUL BLOSER: Footer inspections?
CHRIS KARELUS: Yes. We have footer inspectionand kind of an as-built inspection.

I bring to the Board'sattentionthe variance would need to be amended. The request is for
48 feet. The applicant originallyin the tape map he gave measured from the white line on the
shoulders,so we reviewedthe instrument survey map and the 48-foot request wouldput that
back within where it sits in the field today.

C OMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: What is the size of this deck?

MR. WOODS: 10 by 20.
PAUL BLOSER: 9 1/2 foot by approximately 9 by 20. 10 by 20.

M S. BORGUS: Was the zoning code differentin 1996 for this -- for the setback?
MICHAEL NYHAN: Good uestion.
C hris (Karelus), do you know.

C HRIS KARELUS: From what I understand,the question was whetherthe deck was
goingto be 18 inches. It was stated to the Inspector at the time it would be 18 inches,which
wouldnot have requiredthe permit. The deck is over 18 inches,so I guess back then it would
have required a permit and today's standards will requirethe same.
MICHAEL NYHAN: What you're asking,though, is a variance,correct, for the setback?
MS. BORGUS: What I'm gettingat is if the deck is 10 footwide, it never fit the code,

ever, even if the code has changed. It never -- the house -- how does the house even fit the code?
PAUL BLOSER: Well, it is 50 foot setback,when it was built.
MS. BORGUS: That is what I am asking. It was 50?

C HRIS KARELUS: Setbackrequirementswere 50.
MS. BORGUS: I'm sorry. Maybe I didn't make myself clear. We're 50 -PAUL BLOSER: The house actually sits back fartherfrom what the building code was at
that point.
MS. BORGUS: I see.
Who built this deck?
MR. WOODS: I did.
MS. BORGUS: I will say it again. It is easier to come and ask forgivenessthan to ask
permission.

M R. WOODS: That's not the case.

Actually in 1996, I did go to get a permit. I was told I didn't need one because the deck
height was less than 18 inches above finishedgrade. That is what they told me. I brought the
same drawingsbasically you have here.

W hen the sale contract came in on the house, they asked for a permit. I advisedthem that
the Town at the time told me I did not need a permit, per my lawyer. He said go get something
from the Town. I went to the Town.

They said, "Well, there was a window of time in there when you didn't. That 18-inch rule
was there, but we don't know when it was there, but it is easier to come and get the permit now."

I did try to do it the right way. That is why I'm here now.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. That is what I understoodfrom the BuildingDepartment.
MS. BORGUS: This has going -- got to be very close to the road.
MR. WOODS: No, it is not.

PAUL BLOSER: No. It is within the 48 foot -- the 50 foot which the house was originally
designed at.
MS. BORGUS: Okay. That is all. Thankyou.
Adam Cummings made a motion to close the Public Hearingportion of this application, and
Michael Nyhan secondedthe motion. All Board memberswere in favor of the motion.
The Public Hearingportion of this applicationwas closed at this time.

R OBERT MULCAHY: Is that easement 33 feet? There is an easement on the front of the

property.
The parcelis subjectto an easement granted to the Rochester Gas & Electric. My question
is, is it 33 feet?
PAUL BLOSER: I see. If they're in the -- in the upper right-handcorner there.
ROBERT MULCAHY: If it is 33 feet plus 48 feet?

A DAM CUNMNGS: 81 feet.

ROBERT MULCAHY: Does the easementcount or, does it not count?

A DAM CUMIVIINGS: Well, it's --

ROBERT MULCAHY: I know you can't build on it, but...
CHRIS KARELUS: 33 feet is actually the widthof the right-of-way.

ROBERT MULCAHY: It's the width of the right-of-way.
Thank you.
ADAM CUM IINGS: That's right. The streetlight is on the right-hand side.
KEITH O'TOOLE: It's a fairly busy surveymap.
ROBERT MULCAHY: Yes. It is a very busy survey map.
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P aul Blosermade a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on

evidence and information presented at this meeting, determinedthe applicationto be a Type II
actionwith no significant environmental impact, and James Wiesner secondedthe motion. The

B oard all votedyes on the motion.

Robert Mulcahymade a motion to approve the applicationwith the followingcondition, and
Adam Cummings seconded the motion. All Boardmembers were in favor of the motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously approved, as amended, by a vote of 7 yes with the following
condition:

1.

BuildingDepartment approvalrequired.

The followingfinding of fact was cited:
1.

The requested variance will not create an undesirablechange in the

character of the neighborhood or to nearby properties.

The meeting ended at 9:28 p.m.

